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What is a 
  Learning Outcome?
Specific understanding or skills set 
that a student is expected to achieve 
at the end of a learning experience
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      Learning Outcome
Part of a process called “Assessment”
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Outcomes-Based Education  
    Assessment 
•  Documents, measures, and describes  
    a student’s learning
•  Must be apparent in all levels of communication 
   to create consistency and clear understanding 
   (syllabus, assignments, grading)
Process
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Assessment Process
1. Learning Outcome
2. Evidence
3. Criteria
4. Standards
4 Steps:
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Assessment Process
1. Learning Outcome
2. Evidence
3. Criteria
4. Standards
4 Steps:
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  Learning Outcome
Specific understanding or skills set 
that a student is expected to achieve 
at the end of a learning experience
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  Learning Outcome
Brief | Clear | Measurable
Characteristics:
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Our Workshop
      Outcomes
1.  Learning Outcome
2.  Evidence for Learning Outcomes
3.  Criteria for Learning Outcomes
4.  Standards for Learning Outcomes
5.  Advantages of Using Learning Outcomes 
Understand: 
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Example Graphic Design
      Outcome
•  Demonstrate the use of a grid  
   in a typographic layout  
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1. Learning Outcome
2. Evidence
3. Criteria
4. Standards
 
Assessment Process
4 Steps:
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   Evidence
A product or activity that students submit as 
proof of learning
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   Evidence
•  A product or activity
•  Avoid qualifiers 
•  No judgments at this point
Characteristics:
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Our Workshop 
   Evidence
A statement of a learning outcome for your 
course written on a piece of letter-size paper
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 Step 2:
   Evidence
The product or activity that students submit 
as proof of learning
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Example of Graphic Design
      Evidence
Outcome:
   Demonstrate the use of a grid in a typographic layout 
Evidence:
   Screenshots of a grid in a typographic layout  
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Example of Graphic Design
      Evidence
Evidence:
   Screenshots of a grid in a typographic layout 
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1. Learning Outcome
2. Evidence
3. Criteria
4. Standards
 
Assessment Process
4 Steps:
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Step 3:
      Criteria
What will be used to judge the student’s Evidence. 
This is called the “assessment” part of the process
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Our Workshop 
      Criteria
• your name
• your course title
• description of evidence you will accept   
  for your course
A letter-size paper 
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Step 3:
      Criteria
What will be used to judge the student’s Evidence. 
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Example of Graphic Design
      Criteria
Criteria:  Describes Evidence
   Screenshots of a grid in a typographic layout:
   hand sketch of grid, InDesign grid,
   and final layout in grid in jpg format
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Example of Graphic Design
   Evidence + Criteria
Criteria:  Description
   Screenshots of a grid in a typographic layout 
hand drawn InDesign Grid final Layout 
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Assessment Process
1. Learning Outcome
2. Evidence
3. Criteria
4. Standards
4 Steps:
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Step 4:
  Standards
Describe levels of achievement of criteria
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superior | adequate |  inadequate
Criteria:
  Standards
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Our Workshop Learning Outcome
  Standards
• your name, course title, & description of  
  learning outcomes, evidence, criteria, and  
  standards are complete and spelled correctly
Superior:
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Our Workshop Learning Outcome
  Standards
• your name, course title, & description of  
  evidence, criteria, and standards are  complete 
  but contains spelling and grammar errors
Adequate:
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Our Workshop Learning Outcome
  Standards
• your name, course title, & description of  
  evidence, criteria, and standards are incomplete
  and may have spelling and grammar errors
Inadequate:
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Step 4:
  Standards
superior | adequate |  inadequate
Describe levels of achievement of criteria
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Step 4:
      Standards
superior | adequate |  inadequate
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Example of Graphic Design
      Standards
Criteria:
   Screenshots of a grid in a typographic layout:
   hand sketch of grid, InDesign grid,
   and final layout in grid in jpg format
Superior: Description
   All 3 Screenshots are included and labeled as:   
                 Sketch.jpg, Layout.jpg, and Grid.jpg in  
   correct format (jpg)
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Example of Graphic Design
      Standards
Criteria:
   Screenshots of a grid in a typographic layout:
   hand sketch of grid, InDesign grid,
   and final layout in grid in jpg format
Adequate: Description
   All 3 Screenshots are included but mislabeled or   
   not in jpg format (for example psd)
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Example of Graphic Design
      Standards
Criteria:
   Screenshots of a grid in a typographic layout:
   hand sketch of grid, InDesign grid,
   and final layout in grid in jpg format
Inadequate: Description
   Not all 3 Screenshots are included 
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Assessment Process Supports
      Universal Design
• Supports Learning of Diverse Students 
• Facilitates Communication and Understanding
• Makes Learning Process “Public and Transparent”
• Provides specific information to guide learning
• Helps students with non-apparent disabilities, such 
  as learning disabilities
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Assessment Process 
      Benefits Teachers
• Focus on Course Planning 
• Provides Rationale for Activites
• Makes Learning Process “Public and Transparent”
• Provides Pedagogical Model to Teaching
• Use research for Scholarship of Teachng
• Standards promote objective evaluations by faculty
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Assessment Process 
      Questions?
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      Action Research
• Compare 2 old and new teach methodologies to  
  same course to gather data
• Course alignment exercise
• Compare Teaching Evaluations
• Provides Pedagogical Model to Teaching
• Student “Peer” Evaluations
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Compare
Old|New Methodology
 Old Syllabus for same course
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Compare 
Old|New Methodology
New Syllabus for same course
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Course Alignment
Activities and Evidence aligned with Outcomes
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 Student
   Peer Evaluations
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Course Evaluations
1999         Outstanding Very Good Satisfactory Unsatsifactory
Instructor organization |Use of Time   20%  30%  30%  50%
Effectiveness of Class Assignments    40%  40%  20%  0%  
Effectiveness of Materials    30%  30%  20%  10%
Effective informing of Outcomes and Assessment 20%  30%  30%  20%
2009         
Instructor organization |Use of Time   60%  30%  10%  0%
Effectiveness of Class Assignments    50%  40%  10%  0%  
Effectiveness of Materials    50%  40%  10%  10%
Effective informing of Outcomes and Assessment 80%  20%  0%  0%
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Our Workshop
      Assessment
1.  Learning Outcomes
2.  Evidence for Learning Outcomes
3.  Criteria for Learning Outcomes
4.  Standards for Learning Outcomes
5.  Advantages of Using Learning Outcomes 
What are? 
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      Thankyou!
Obrigado!
Merci!
Danke!
Gracias
Grazie!
Tak! 
